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STATE~ffiNT

BY THE PRESIDENT

Earlier this year, I submitted to the Congress my
proposed Energy Independence Act of 1975.

In that com-

prehensive proposal, I.recommended that the Congress
modify provisions of the Clean Air Act of 1970 related
to automobile emissions.

I proposed strict emission

controls that would still permit America to achieve a
high-priority energy goal -- a 40 percent improvement
in automobile fuel efficiency within four years.
Since that time, I have received information concerning
potential health hazards from certain automobile pollution
control devices first used on 1975 cars.

In response to

this information, I ordered an executive branch review of
the problem and asked the appropriate officials to consider
the various impacts of a range of emission alternatives as
they relate to public health, energy goals, consumer prices
and environmental objectives.
This review has now been completed.

He have carefully

surveyed this matter with many scientists and other qualified authorities.

.

Although there is some disagreewBnt on

the data and conclusions, there is general accord that it
is impossible to accurately predict the adverse impacts
likely to result if we move to stricter automobile pollution
standards now.

Most of the experts agree that tighter emission

controls will limit the fuel economy potential of our cars,
and all agree that they will increase costs to the consumer.
As the automobile·rnanufacturers have responded to
Federal requirements to remove pollutants from automobile
exhaust, other unregulated pollutants with potentially serious
health implications have been produced.

The same devices
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designed to control some emissions may result in the
creation or aggravation of other pollutants.

The result

of government-mandated changes to our automobiles could
actually increase prices, without substantial environmental
benefits but with possible new risk to the Nation's health.
As a result of actions already taken, the automobile
is rapidly becoming less of a contributor to air pollution.
A major part of our task is behind us.
easiest part.

But it was the

We have now reached the point where the

further incremental progress we all want can only be
achieved slowly and at higher cost.
I, therefore, urge the Congress to consider how
uncoordinated Federal laws mandating automobile fuel efficiency
and emission control might work against each other, and how
they will effect other national objectives such as public
health and a strong economy.
In view of these considerations, I have decided to revise
my Administration's position proposed in the Energy Independence Act.

We simply cannot afford to be wrong on such

serious policies.

I have concluded that we should maintain

.the current automobile emission standards through model
year 1981.

This will enable us to achieve the following

objectives:
• Health.

Avoid increasing the potential adverse

health impacts of certain automobile emission
devices by retaining current controls on known
health hazards, such as carbon monoxide and
hydrocarbons, without the ri.sk of increasing
other imperfectly understood but potentially
dangerous pollutants such as sulfuric acid.
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• Energy.

Achieve an increase of 40 percent or·

greater in automobile fuel e
• Environment.

iency by 1980 .

Achieve almost all

~~e

environmental

objectives we would have achieved by going to
stricter standards •
• Economy.

Minimize the inflationary impact of

Federal regulations on the cost of automob

to consumers.

Avoid aggravating unemployment,

especially in the automobile industry.
recognize that this position modifies the auto emission

I

standards contained in my proposed Energy Independence Act of
1975 which I transmitted to the Congress on January 30.

How-

ever, as pointed out in recent testimony during Congressional
hearings, the Administrator of the Environmental Protection
Agency has already noted that i t is necessary to
strict emission standards that I

proposed.

adj~st

the

Administrator

Train held hearings which considered the problem of sulfuric
acid mist emitted from cars equipped with catalytic converters.
Most new cars are equipped with the converter to meet current
emission standards.

The Administrator concluded that this is

a potentially serious health hazard.

The Secretary of Health,

Education, and Welfare agrees.
Evidence brought out at the EPA hearings and by other
Government reports, shows that current catalytic

con~erters

do not emit enough sulfuric acid to constitute any imnediate
danger.

However, if the auto emission standards are further

lowered, as would be required if no change is made in the
current law, then changes

catalytir

system would be mandatory.

could produce substantially

more sulfuric acid.

This

a health ri

which ny

advisers believe we should not accept.
The Nation needs long-term automobile
and emission control polic
cars

so that we can

efficiency

b~~-t

build

responsible energy and environmentai stmdards.
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By replacing the current fleet with new cars offering more
fuel efficiency while generating less pollution, we will
make substantial progress toward our goals of better fuel
efficiency, economic recovery and a healthier environment.
I deplore the delay in resolving the conflict between
Federal energy and environmental policies and laws.

Such

delays will only contribute to further economic disruption
and continuing unacceptable levels of unemployment.

Lack of

a comprehensive and balanced policy would allow one objective
to go forward at the expense of other critical national goals.
It may be that additional Government standards will be
required in future years.
other

Goverr~~ent

This is something which EPA and

agencies will work on in cooperation with

the appropriate committees of Congress.
Today we cannot shirk our responsibility to make decisions
that establish realistic ground rules.
ignore the sulfuric acid problem.

We cannot afford to

But our response must be

more than simply another Government decree that sets another
standard that could create another problem.

We have a posi-

tive obligation to ensure that the steps we take today do not
aggravate potentially serious health hazards.
Other technical information was brought to my attention
as I reached my automobile emissions decision.

In addition

to a statement of facts, which I am making public today, I
have asked my advisers to consult with the appropriate mewbers
of the Congress, particularly the committees now considering
legislation in this

fi~ld.

They will be available to discuss

these complex and interrelated issues and to provide all the
detailed information available to the executive branch.
I urge the Congress to carefully consider all the
issues involved in the potential conflict that one national
objective -- clean air -- might have on our efforts to reach
other national goals.
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BILL

To amend the Clean Air Act to provide a postponement of
certain automobile emission standards and to provide
for certain related studies and reports, and for other
purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
Postponement of Emissions Standards
Section 1.

(a) Section 202(b)(l)(A) of the Clean Air

Act (42 U.S.C. 1857f-l) is amended by striking out "and 1976"
and. inserting in•. lieu thereof "through 1981" and by striking
out "1977" and inserting in lieu thereof "1982".
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(b) Section 202(b)(l)(B) of such Act is amended by
striking out the second sentence

thereof~

by

strikin~

out

"and 1976" and inserting in lieu thereof ''through 1981",
and by striking out·"l978" and ·inserting·in.lieu thereof
"1982".•

Study
Sec. 2.

The appropriate agencies of the executive

branch, as designated
study

t~

by the President, shall conduct a

determine-(1) the incremental public health and welfare

effects that would result from new motor vehicle and
new motor vehicle engine emission control standards

..
~

for hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and oxides of
·nitrogen which are more stringent than the standards
applicable under section 202 of the Clean Air Act for
the 1975

mode~

year, and

(2) the implications of implementing -such standards,
including technological feasibility, lead-time requirements, energy consumption and material utilization,
manufacturer and consumer cost effects, and social,
economic, and employment impacts on the automotive
industry and the nation ..
In accordance with the findings of such study, the President
shall report to Congress, not

.lat~r

than twelve months after·

the date of enactment of this Act, the findings- and recommendations

.

~:

.,....
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of such agencies with respect to emission control standards
for hydrocarbons,.carbon monoxide and oxides of nitrogen for
new motor vehicles and new motor vehicle engines manufactured
subsequent to the 1981 model year. ·
Review, Report, and Recommendations
Sec. 3.

The Administrator of the Environmental Protection

Agency shall, by June 30 of 1976 and of each·year thereafter-(1) review the rate of development in motor

..

vehicle
emissions central technology and fuel economy
.
'

.

\

improvement by the automotive industry and the
industrfal and scientific connnunity,
(2) report to Congress his findings with respect
to both the rate of such technological development and
the adequacy of developmental efforts by the automotive
industry, and
(3) recommend to Congress any amendments to the
Clean Air Act that are warranted by technological
developments which enable the achievemenit""of substantially
.

more stringent automotive emission control levels without
the imposition of significant fuel economy or cost
penalties.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

April 10, 1975
MEMORANDUM FOR:

MAX FRIEDERSDORF

THRU:

VERN LOEN

FROM:

CHARLES LEPPERT,

SUBJECT:

Clean Air Act Amendments

v/t,,
JR.,,-~.

Spoke with Rep. Tim Lee Carter (R-Kty) today on the status of the Clean Air
Act Amentments legislation.
Carter reports the Subcommittee has been obtaining information £or the
purpose of writing a bill and the staff has been directed to draft such
legislation.
Dr. Carter was asked that in addition to the information provided by EPA,
that FEA be specifically requested to provide information and assistance
in writing the bill. Dr. Carter mentioned that the office of General Counsel
at FEA had been in discussions with him on this matter.

cc: Doug Bennett
Glenn Schleede

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

May 12, 1975
MEMORANDUM FOR:

JAMES CANNON

THRU:

MAX L. FRIEDERSDORF
VERNON C. LOEN

FROM:

CHARLES LEPPERT,

SUBJECT:

Clean Air Act Amendments

JR.~

On Wednesday, May 7, 1975, I spoke with Subcommittee Chairman Paul
Rogers (D-Fla. }, the Ranking Minority Member Rep. Tim Lee Carter
(R-K'Ji;). and staff concerning an opportunity for the Administration to
present additional information to the Subcommittee on amendments to the
Clean Air Act and specifically on the sulfate problem and auto emissions.
The consensus was that the information should be sent in a letter to the
Subcommittee Chairman and a copy to all Members of the Subcommittee as
soon as possible since it was expected that the Subcommittee would begin
writing a bill the week of May l;lth. In addition, it was suggested that on
the same day the letter is sent to the Subcommittee Chairman that a briefing for the Subcomrnittee minority members be set up to explain the
information b
presented in the lette:c.

cc:

Mike Duval

EMBARGOED FOR RELEASE
UNTIL 12:00 NOON (EDT)

June 27, 1975

Office of the White House Press Secretary
--------------~----------------------------------------------

THE WHITE HOUSE
STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT
Earlier this year, I submitted to the Congress my
proposed Energy Independence Act of 1975. In that comprehensive proposal, I reconunended that the Congress
modify provisions of the Clean Air Act of 1970 related
to automobile emissions. I proposed strict emission
controls that would still permit America to achieve a
high-priority energy goal -- a 40 percent improvement
in automobile fuel efficiency within four years.
Since that time, I have received information concerning
potential health hazards from certain automobile pollution
control devices first used on 1975 cars. In response to
this information, I ordered an executive branch review of
the problem and asked the appropriate officials to consider
the various impacts of a range of emission alternatives as
they relate to public health, energy goals, consumer prices
and environmental objectives.
This review has now been completed. We have carefully
surveyed this matter with many scientists and other qualified authorities. Although there is some disagreement on
the data and conclusions, there is general accord that it
is impossible to accurately predict the adverse impacts
likely to result if we move to stricter automobile pollution
standards now. Most of the experts agree that tighter emission
cqntrols will limit the fuel economy potential of our cars,
and all agree that they will increase costs to the consumer.
As the automobile manufacturers have responded to
Federal requirements to remove pollutants from automobile
exhaust, other unregulated pollutants with potentially serious
health implications have been produced. The same devices
designed to control some emissions may result in the
cr.eation or aggravation of other pollutants. The result
of government-mandated changes to our automobiles could
actually increase prices, without substantial environmental
benefits but with possible new risk to the Nation's health.
As a result of actions already taken, the automobile
is rapidly becoming less of a contributor to air pollution.
A major part of our task is behind us. But it was the
easiest part. We have now reached the point where the
further incremental progress we all want can only be
achieved slowly and at higher cost.
I, therefore, urge the Congress to consider how
uncoordinated Federal laws mandating automobile fuel efficiency
and emission control might work against each other, and how
they will effect other national objectives such as public
healt~/and a strong economy.

0
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In view of these considerations, I have decided to revise
my Administration's position proposed in the Energy Independence Act. We simply cannot afford to be wrong on such
serious policies. I have concluded that we should maintain
the current automobile emission standards through model
year 1981. This will enable us to achieve the following
objectives:
Health. Avoid increasing the potential adverse
health impacts of certain automobile emission
devices by retaining current controls on known
health hazards, such as carbon monoxide and
hydrocarbons, without the risk of increasing
other imperfectly understood but potentially
dangerous pollutants such as sulfuric acid.
Energl· Achieve an increase of 40 percent or
greater in automobile fuel efficiency by 1980.
Environment. Achieve almost all the environmental
objectives we would have achieved by going to
stricter standards.
Economy. Minimize the inflationary impact of
Federal regulations on the cost of automobiles
to consumers. Avoid aggravating unemployment,
especially in the automobile industry.
I recognize that this position modifies the auto emission
standards contained in my proposed Energy Independence Act of
1975 which I transmitted to the Congress on January 30. However, as pointed out in recent testimony during Congressional
hearings, the Administrator of the Environmental Protection
Agency has already noted that it is necessary to adjust the
strict emission standards that I proposed. Administrator
Train held hearings which considered the problem of sulfuric
acid mist emitted from cars equipped with catalytic converters.
Most new cars are equipped with the converter to meet current
emission standards. The Administrator concluded that this is
a potentially serious health hazard. The Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare agrees.
Evidence brought out at the EPA hearings and by other
Government reports, shows that current catalytic converters
do not emit enough sulfuric acid to constitute any immediate
danger. However, if the auto emission standards are further
lowered, as would be required if no change is made in the
current law, then changes in the catalytic converter control
system would be mandatory. This could produce substantially
more sulfuric acid. This poses a health risk which my
advisers believe we should not accept.
The Nation needs long-term automobile fuel efficiency
and emission control policies so that we can begin to build
cars meeting responsible energy and environmental standards.
By replacing the current fleet with new cars offering more
fuel efficiency while generating less pollution, we will
make substantial progress toward our goals of better fuel
efficiency, economic recovery and a healthier environment.
more

-
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I deplore the delay in resolving the conflict between
Federal energy and environmental policies and laws. Such
delays will only contribute to further economic disruption
and continuing unacceptable levels of unemployment. Lack of
a comprehensive and balanced policy would allow one objective
to go forward at the expense of other critical national goals.
It may be that additional Government standards will be
required in future years. This is something which EPA and
other Government agencies will work on in cooperation with
the appropriate committees of Congress.
Today we cannot shirk our responsibility to make decisions
that establish realistic ground rules. We cannot afford to
ignore the sulfuric acid problem. But our response must be
more than simply another Government decree that sets another
standard that could create another problem. We have a positive obligation to ensure that the steps we take today do not
aggravate potentially serious health hazards.
Other technical information was brought to my attention
as I reached my automobile emissions decision. In addition
to a statement of facts, which I am making public today, I
have asked my advisers to consult with the appropriate members
of the Congress, particularly the committees now considering
legislation in this field. They will be available to discuss
these complex and interrelated issues and to provide all the
detailed information available to the executive branch.
I urge the Congress to carefully consider all the
issues involved in the potential conflict that one national
objective -- clean air -- might have on our efforts to reach
other national goals.

# # # #

.... __ ,, __ ,,-#

EMBARGOED FOR RELEASE
UNTIL 12 NOON, EDT

June 27, 1975

ENERGY RESOURCES COUNCIL MEMORANDUM
Congress should amend the Clean Air Act by extending the c:urrent
automobile emission standards from 1977 until 1981.
While this action will have no significant iI11pact on our attempt
to achieve the objectives of the Clean Ai~ Act, the proposed
modif ioations are necessary to (1) avoid certain recently
recognized potential health risks associai;:ed w;ith the catalytic
convertar and (2) permit substantially gr~ater' fuel efficiencies
over tl:ie next five years. All of the enforcerr:ent, certification
and in$pection measures contained in the Cleai Air Act will be
re tetine: d.
Background
This proposal supersedes Section 503, Title V, of the President's
Energy Independence Act of 1975 which he sent to Congress on
Januar.'.i 30, 1975. At that time, the President proposed emission
standar~s based on a modification of the current California
standar:ls.
After submitting the Energy Independence Act to the Congress,
the Environmental Protection Agency held public hearings on the
manuf ac~turers' requests for a suspension of the 197 7 auto
emission standards and also took testimony related to fiveyear e~ission levels. The hearings establish~d that the catalytic
converter, used to meet the HC and CO standards for 1975 and 1976
model year vehicles, produces sulfuric acid in amounts that can
pose a significant public health risk.
In addition, because of the technology likely to be used to
achieve these tighter standards, automobile emissions of sulfuric
acid may double if the more stringent HC and CO standards
proposed in the Energy Independence Act are imposed for 1977
and subsequent years.
Accordingly, the President directed an interagency task force to
undertake a major review of the public health, energy and
consumer cost implications of several widely discussed levels
of automobile emission standards.
The President's decision is based upon this review.
Some of the
morei significant considerations which led to the President's
recommendation are contained in his statement released today.
Additional information on those considerations is outlined below.
The Interagency Review
The review by Executive Branch agencies considered the implications
of a range of alternative automobile emission requirements which
might be applied to 1977 through 1981 model automobiles.
Specifically, the following standards, applicable to hydrocarbons
(HC), carbon monoxide (CO) and oxides of nitrogen (NOX) emissions
have been considered:
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Emissions in grams per mile

co

HC

NOX

Retain statutory standards which
will apply to 1978 models

0.41

3.4

0.4

Energy Independence Act proposal
covering 1977-81 models

0.9

9.0

3.1

1.5

15.0
9.0

2.0
2.0

5

15.0

3.1

Adopt Canadian 1975-76 standards
for 1977-81 models

2.0

25.0

3.1

Reimpose standards applicable to
1973-74 models for 1977-81

3.0

28.0

3.1

EPA's March 5 conclusions
for 1977-79 models
for 1980-81 models
Continue standards applicable to
1975-76 models for 1977-81

•9
~l.

Based upon this review, the following conclusions were reached:
1.

2.

Controls on automobiles necessary to meet the current standards
have reduced ambient concentration levels in those areas that
have auto-related HC and CO ~roblems~ and have reduced the
rate at which NOX concentrations have increased.
Through the year 1985, tighter or looser standards for HC,

co and NOX, in the range being considered, will make little
difference in the air quality in those areas that have an
auto-related pollution problem, although many parts of the
country have no auto-related pollution problem.

3.

Present data are not sufficient to make specific calculations
or final judgments on what sulfuric acid emission levels
would be safe from a public health perspective. However,
it is believed that sulfuric acid emissions could ~rove to
be a significant public health risk and that emissions could
increase substantially if standards more stringent than the
1975 interim standards are adopted.

4.

Further mandated reductions in emissions from internal combustion engines may have the effect of increasing or
creating pollutants other than CO, HC and NOX.

5.

Auto emission standards have had an impact on fuel economy
and, therefore, on our nation's total petroleum demands and
reliance on foreign sources.
Standards tighter than the
1975 interim will result in higher initial car costs and
higher operating costs.

6.

The basic philosophy and approach to future auto emission
controls need to be reconsidered in light of current conditions.
(a)

Significantly tighter standards at this time may
preclude continued development of some promising fuel
efficient and low emission technologies.

(b)

Actions to reduce auto emissions must take into account
other sources of the same pollutant.
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7.

Prompt Congressional action is needed on auto emission
standards in order to establish a five-year emission program
which is compatible with a strict fuel efficiency program.

DISCUSSION
1.

Controls on automobiles necessary to meet the current
standards have reduced ambient concentration levels in those
areas that have auto-related HC and CO problems; and have
reduced the rate at which NOX concentrations have increased.

2.

Many populated areas of the country have no auto-related
pollution problem. Through the year 1985, tighter or looser
standards for HC, CO and NOX in the range being considered,
will make little difference in the air quality in those
areas that have an auto-related pollution problem.

The Clean Air Act has imposed increasingly more stringent automobile
emission limitations. 1973-74 vehicles produce about 65 percent
less HC and CO than uncontrolled (pre-1968) vehicles.
1975
vehicles, meeting the current standards, produce 83 percent less
HC and CO and 11 percent less NOX than uncontrolled vehicles.
The existing law, however, requires that these automobile
emissions be reduced even further beginning with model year 1977
for NOX and model year 1978 for HC and CO.
The attached tables show the direction and magnitude of change in
ambient concentration levels for HC, CO and NOX which would
result from adopting standards which are less (or more) stringent
than those proposed in the Energy Independence Act. The ambient
standards are used as criteria because they are the healthrelated pollutant limits in each air quality region, toward
which reductions in both automobile and stationary emissions
contribute. Thus the levels shown are the result of mobile and
stationary source emissions. Three points should be noted:
First, though the tables assume that the statutory standards
will be in force after the 1981 model year, if any of the
options were kept through model year 1990, the concentration
levels for each region would change very little and the
conclusions reached remain basically the same.
Second, because the concentration levels are projected through
modeling techniques marginal changes in the concentration
levels, whether increases or decreases, are often within the
range of statistical error.
Third, the estimates of total auto pollution emitted are based
on historical growth rates for vehicles miles traveled and
auto fuel economy. No compensation has been made for the
higher cost o.f gasoline which already affected total pollutants
through reductions in vehicle miles traveled.
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Hydrocarbons
Out of the thirty regions considered to have an HC problem,
twenty are projected to exceed the ambient standard in 1985,
regardless of the automobile emission level chosen. More
importantly, all of the regions projected to have concentration
levels below the ambient standard in 1985 at the statutort
vehicle limitation level are also projected to be below t e
ambient standard if any of the other less stringent automobile
emission standards shown is chosen instead.
Only 25 percent of total hydrocarbon emissions are generated by
automobile exhaust. Therefore, hydrocarbon ambient air concentrations tend to be much less sensitive than carbon monoxide to
the level of vehicle emission control.
Attachment 1 shows the limited differential impact that vehicle
hydrocarbon limitations more stringent than the 1975 (Interim)
standard would have on ambient air quality by 1985 in those
areas considered to have a hydrocarbon problem. The measure of
air quality is photochemical oxidants to which hydrocarbons are
converted and in which form HC most adversely affects air quality.
Carbon Monoxide
Carbon monoxide levels in the atmosphere are much more sensitive
to changes in automobile emission controls than either HC or
NOX. Unlike those pollutants, the growth of stationary sources
over the next ten years will have little effect on CO air quality.
Attachment 2 shows 1985 projected concentration levels for twentysix problem regions for each of the alternatives presented. The
most important conclusion is that air quality is improving rapidly
and will continue to improve until 1985 under all of the emission
control options presented. This is because older uncontrolled
cars are being replaced by newer controlled cars. The regions
with asterisks are those which would still exceed the ambient
standard if an automobile CO standard were adopted that was less
stringent than either the statutory standard or the one proposed
in the Energy Independence Act.
First, there is only a limited difference in ambient concentration
levels for all of the standards presented, but the difference is
particularly small when comparing the statutory standard (3.4
grams/mile) with either the Energy Independence Act proposal
(9.0 grams/mile), EPA's recommended standard (15 grams/mile until
1979 and 9.0 grams/mile from 1979 to 1981), or the current
standard (15 grams/mile) extended until 1981. By 1985, the
average ambient levels for this pollutant will have been reduced
about 70 percent below 1970 levels regardless of which option is
chosen.
Second, the choice of option will not significantly affect any
single area's ability to achieve or maintain the ambient standard
by 1985. When comparing all the alternatives (except the 1974
or Canadian Standards) , those areas below the ambient standard
in 1985 will be below it regardless of the automobile emission
standard chosen, with the sole exception of Denver. The adoption
of the Canadian Standard would mean that.only two additional
areas (Portland, Oregon and Puget Sound) would still be above
the ambient standard in 1985 by a marginal amount.
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Nitrogen Oxides
Federal government and independent scientists predict that a
steady increase in ambient nitrogen dioxide concentrations will
occur in metropolitan areas over the next ten years regardless
of the auto emission limit chosen. This is because stationary
sources emit most NOX pollution and the technology for controlling
stationary sources is very limited. Attachment 3 (b) shows the
average percen1..age increases in N02 ambient concentration levels
that will occur for eacn of 1..he aur.o emission alte.rnati·v·es stuc'lii=>d
(3.1, 2 .o and 0.4 grams/mile) under varying assumptions about the
auto standard after 1981.
When comparing the 2.0 and 3.1 auto emission alternatives, Attachment
3 (B) shows that as long as the 2.0 NOX standard were implemented
after 1981, no significant difference in the predicted increases
of N02 concentration levels would occur in either 1980 or 1985,
as a result of maintaining the 3.1 grams/mile standard through
the 1981 model year {columns 2 and 3).
Though the statutory standard would have a significant effect on
the overall predicted increase, the differential effect of a more
stringent automobile standard than currently in force on the
ambient concentration levels in those areas with nitrogen dioxide
problems is much less pronounced. This is shown in Attachment
3 (a), which displays ambient projected concentration levels in
the ten problem areas for 1985 under various automobile emission
standards.
With the exception of San Francisco, by 1985 all ten regions are
predicted to have concentration levels above the ambient standard
if either the 3.1 or 2.0 grams per mile limitation is placed on
automobiles through the year 1980 (columns 1 and 3) . San Francisco
would remain below the standard if the more stringent emission
limitation is adopted and, in fact, California has the more
stringent limitation in force as a State regulation.
It should also be noted that regardless of whether the 3.1 or the
2.0 limitation is imposed through 1981, and even if the statutory
standard (.4) is imposed after 1981, only one additional region
(Phoenix) would be brought into compliance with the ambient
standard (columns 4 and 5).
In fact, implementing the statutory
standard in 1978 would result in only two additional areas
(Phoenix and Baltimore) meeting the standard (column 6).
It is, therefore, clear that the projected increases in nitrogen
dioxide cannot be stopped without major technological innovations
in stationary source control. Therefore, regardless of how
stringent the automobile standard, the future concentration
levels in major metropolitan areas will primarily be a function
of stationary source emissions.
3.

With present data experts generally agree that standards
which are tighter or looser than those currently in force
would have minimal differential health impacts -- especially
for HC and CO.
However, present data are not sufficient to
make s ecif ic calculations or final judgments on what sulfuric
aci emission levels woul
e safe from a pu lie health
perspective.
It is only known that sulfuric acid emissions
could prove to be a significant public health risk and that
emissions would increase if standards more stringent than
the 1975 interim standards are adopted.
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4.

Further mandated reductions in emissions from internal
combustion engines may have the effect of increasing existing
pollutants or creating other pollutants.
Health Impacts:
Based upon existing air quality data, there are no measurable
health risks associated with the application of HC and CO
emission standards (within the range of options presented)
which are less stringent than those in the Energy Independence
Act or the statutory standards.
The application of the 3.1 NOX level will not greatly increase
health risks nationwide. With an ambient ai~ quality standard
of 100 ug/m3 health data suggests that the level at which
people would have an increased risk for excess respiratory
disease is 200 ug/m3. Los Angeles is the only area which is
expected to approach the 200 ug/m3 level by 1985, and
California has the lower 2.0 grams/mile level in effect as a
State regulation.
Sulfuric Acid:
Though ambient carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon concentration
levels are not significantly affected by the range of
automobile emission standards presented, the concentrations
of sulfuric acid are affected.
Gasoline contains sulfur which, after combustion, is released
as sulfur dioxide.
In the process of removing other pollutants
the catalytic converter changes some of the sulfur dioxide
into sulfuric acid mist.
Current estimates indicate that with existing automobile
emission technology, emission standards for hydrocarbons and
carbon monoxide of .9 and 9.0, will require the use of airinjected oxidation catalysts. This catalyst results in a
substantial increase of sulfuric acid emissions. Though
there are several catalytic and non-catalytic technologies
which can potentially meet the stricter HC, CO and NOX
emission limitation without significant sulfuric acid emissions,
there is little production potential for using these systems
in the near term.
(See discussion below) .
While all scientists agree that sulfuric acid is a toxic and
potentially dangerous pollutant, there is still disagreement
on the quantities of emissions needed to pose a health risk
and on how long it would take for the buildup in concentration
levels to occur.
Major studies by government and industry have already begun
in order to resolve some of these uncertainties. Much of
the unknown about sulfuric acid results from our current
inability to precisely measure how much sulfuric acid is
being emitted by vehicles and our inability to precisely
measure how much emitted sulfuric acid is being concentrated
in the breathing zone.
To improve vehicle measurements, EPA is developing a new test
driving cycle which will more accurately reflect emission of
sulfuric acid and is jointly working with private industries
on the relationship of catalysts and other control options
to sulfuric acid. To improve our knowledge of the disposition
of sulfuric acid once emitted into the air, EPA has
instituted a long run trend study on one major highway and
has jointed with State government agencies to measure roadside
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concentrations on other highways as well. EPA is also working
with the State agencies to determine the change in sulfuric
acid emissions as catalyst equipped vehicles age and
accumulate mileage.
Until these and other studies are completed no final judgments
on the potential health impacts of sulfuric acid emissions
can be made. However, recent information presented in EPA's
"Estimated Public Health Impact as a Result of Equipping Light
Duty Motor Vehicles With Oxidation Catalysts" {January 30,
1975) suggested the following estimates of the years in which
sulfuric acid emission levels from automobiles could pose a
serious threat to public health.
Model Year 1/ in which
Sulfuric Acid could pose
a serious health problem

.

Standard
1975 Interim Standards

Average
Meteorological
Conditions

Adverse
Meteorological
Conditions 2/

1981

1979

1979
1978

1977
1977

1975 California Standards
In 49 States
In California 3/

The data assumes that there are no emissions of sulfates
from stationary sources, and that 70 percent and 90 percent
of the fleet in 1975 and 1976 respectively will utilize
catalysts.
Adverse meteorological conditions would occur in large
metropolitan areas on an average of 6-7 days a year.

3/

The dates for reaching a critical problem are earlier in
California than the remaining 49 States because California
utilizes higher sulfur gasoline.
In interpreting the preceding table the following factors should
be noted. Data available to date do not take into account
"background" emissions of sulfates from stationary sources,
e.g., coal-fired generating plants. Therefore, the table
represents only the potential health effects of emissions from
mobile sources. The extent to which sulfate emissions from
stationary sources add to the potential health risk associated
with sulfuric acid emissions from automobiles is not known
at this time. However, most health analyses treat stationary
source and mobile source emissions of sulfates independently.
This is primarily because (1) the particle size of sulfates
from stationary sources is much larger than sulfuric acid
mist and is not absorbed as deeply into the respiratory
system; (2) the toxicity of sulfate emissions from stationary
sources is generally much less than sulfuric acid; and (3)
emissions from stationary sources do not occur in the
breathing zone as do automobile emissions.
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Under certain adverse meteorological conditions localized
sulfuric acid problems could occur. There are two shortterm actions available to offset this possibility. While
feasible, both have drawbacks.
Gasoline blending - catalysts equipped vehicles could be
provided with lead-free low-sulfur fuel.
This would reduce
emissions of sulfuric acid, but would impose an allocation
problem on the industry. Refiners have also indicated·
that sufficient quantities would not be available to meet
widespread problems beyond 1977 or 1978.
Desulfurization of oil - technically possible at this
time. Desulfurization would require substantial additional
capital investment, at a time when refiners are attempting
to expand domestic capacity.
It would also require an
increase in crude oil consumption due to additional
refining.
Increases in the price of gasoline would occur.
Nationwide, the capital cost of desulfurization would
range between $2 and $4 billion, crude oil consumption
would increase .5 percent and the price of gasoline would
increase by 1 to 2 cents per gallon.
Actions That May Increase or Create Pollutants:
It is generally agreed that reducing NOX emissions will
result in an increase in the emissions of HC from engines.
To reduce that increment manufacturers may increase the use
of the air-injected oxidation catalyst -- even to meet the
Federal Interim HC and co standards.
If this were the case,
then nearly twice as much sulfuric acid would be generated
as projected. At this time it is not known definitely whether
manufacturers could achieve reductions of the HC increment
through the use of engine modifications or modified catalyst
equipment instead of the air-injected catalysts in 1977-78.
However, if the HC and CO standards are also lowered after
model year 1978 there is a high probability that the airinjection catalyst would be retained throughout the entire
period.
There are other anecdotal problems with the converters such
as potential fire hazards, hydrogen sulfide emissions and the
creation of other potentially hazardous compounds, but none
of these has been proven a significant risk.
Mandated reductions in the automobile emission standard will
also narrow the choice of technological options to abate the
three regulated pollutants. For example, if a sulfuric acid
standard were set for model year 1979, implementation of the
statutory standards for HC, CO and NOX in 1978 would, in
essence, dictate the use of either "dual" or "three-way"
catalyst technologies on most vehicles. While these catalysts
have promise as abatement technologies they are still in the
early stages of development and their premature implementation
could possibily have adverse health effects far in excess of
the benefits of reducing HC, CO and NOX.
Based on existing data, the dual catalyst system appears to
be the most promising technology for meeting the statutory
emission standards.
However, its ability to limit sulfuric
acid emissions to low concentrations, and thus meet a sulfuric
acid standard, is still in question since an integral component
of the dual catalyst system is an oxidation catalyst like those
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currently in use for 1975 model vehicles. Sulfuric acid
emissions would increase if, to meet the statutory HC and CO
standards, an air-injected oxidation catalyst were used.
If the statutory standards are in effect in 1978, along with
a sulfuric acid standard in 1979, then it appears that the
most likely technology to be used is the three-way catalyst
a single device that simultaneously abates HC, CO and NOX.
However, to achieve these simultaneous reductions, extensive
redesign and control of the fuel induction system must be
undertaken because the three-way catalyst must be operated
at stoichiometric (no excess air) conditions.
In fact, the
permitted margin of error is so narrow (on the order of
± 0.50 percent of the exact air to fuel ratio needed, as
compared to normal production variations of ± 7 to 10 percent)
that the use of an oxygen sensor and a feedback system are
required to regulate the air mixture for either a carburetor
or fuel-injection process.
When operating at the stoichiometric conditions, sulfate
emissions would be no greater than emissions from non-catalyst
cars.
However, if variations from that condition occur,
severe adverse health effect may be generated. Three-way
catalysts applied to exhausts from engines operated outside
the carburetion design limits (variations greater than ± 0.50
percent from stoichiometric) have a potential for emitting
dangerous quantities of such toxic pollutants as hydrogen
sulfide, carbonly disulfide, carbon disulfide and hydrogen
cyanide.
It should be emphasized that only the most preliminary data
exists on the total emissions from three-way catalysts and
no firm judgment can be made on whether or not such emissions
will occur in normal use, or in what quantities they will
occur.
However, they must be treated as potential risks
until there is firm evidence that demonstrates otherwise.
The development of this technology has not progressed to the
stage where firm conclusions on their long run health impacts
are possible.
The long run durability of this technology is also unproven
at this time and several more years of testing and development
seem needed before full scale introduction of three-way
catalysts should be undertaken regardless of the emission
standard mandated. Furthermore, the required changes in the
fuel induction system would most likely require the use of
electronic fuel injection, which is now available from
component manufacturers only in very limited quantities.
These manufacturers testified at the EPA suspension hearings
that, after a decision had been made to use electronic fuel
injection systems on a widespread basis, from 3 to 5 years
would be required to design, manufacture, and deliver these
components.
It seems clear, that given the limited health benefits derived
from instituting the statutory standards (see #2 above) and
given the unknown but potentially adverse health effects of
introducing a technology which has not been thoroughly tested,
the wiser choice is to avoid forcing either of these catalyst
technologies into mass production at this time.
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5.

Auto emission standards have had an impact on fuel economy
and, therefore, on our Nation's total petroleum demands and
reliance on foreign sources.

The options presented will have differential fuel economy impacts.
Impact on 40 percent fuel
economy goal
Shortfall (-)
or excess (+)
over President's
goal

% over

Alternatives
Statutory Standards after 1977
Energy Independence Act
EPA Recommendation
1975 Standards thru 1981
Canadian & 1974 Standards
thru 1981
Alternatives*
Statutory Standards after 1977
Energy Independence Act
EPA Recommendation
1975 Standards thru 1981
Canadian and 1974 Standards
thru 1981

*

1974
14-30%
40%

-10 to -26%
- 4%

36%
46%

+ 6%

46%

+ 6%

Barrels per day (in 1980)
224,000 - 411,000 (loss)
85,000 (loss)
137 ,000 (loss}
0
0

Base is 1975 model year automobiles meeting 1975 interim
emission standards.
Energy Implications for lowering NOX to 2.0 grams/mile

It is generally agreed that a reduction in the NOX emission levels
from 3.1 to 2.0 grams/mile will require engine modifications.
It
is estimated that these modifications will result in a fuel
economy penalty of 3-4 percent on the average in 1980. If a 3
percent fuel penalty is assumed, an additional requirement of
85,000 barrels of oil per day will occur nationwide in 1980.
This estimated fuel penalty figure is the subject of debate,
however, on two grounds. First, it has been argued that fuel
penalties in 1980 assume that certain advanced engine technologies
will be introduced over the next five years. However, these
advanced technologies would not be available in the first two
years. Therefore, at the year of introduction, initial fuel
penalty resulting from lower NOX emission standards would be
substantially greater. A range of between 5 and 7 percent, i.e.,
from 120,000 to 150,000 barrels per day is estimated, if the
2.0 grams/mile standard were adopted.
The second argument revolves around the very sensitive relationship that exists between fuel economy and NOX emissions at more
stringent NOX standards than currently required. For a given
level of HC emissions a dramatic drop in fuel economy is required
to meet a NOX standard below 2.0 grams/mile. Because of mass
production variations, to ensure that emission standards are
met, manufacturers must design their emission systems well below
the Federal standards -- about 23 percent lower. Thus, to meet
a 3.1 gram/mile limitation, vehicles are designed to achieve
2.4 grams/mile and to achieve a 2.0 level, vehicles are designed
to emit not more than 1.3 to 1.5 grams/mile.
(To meet the
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statutory .4 grams/mile vehicles would have to be designed to
meet about .3 grams/mile). Thus, designing vehicles to meet
even the 2.0 standard places the fuel economy loss well within
the sensitive range at which fuel economy begins to drop most
rapidly. Attachment 4 (a) illustrates the general relationship
between fuel economy and NOX emissions for all spark ignition
engines while 4 (b) shows the situation for a specific class
of V-8 engines.
Energy Implications of HC and CO Standards Tighter Than
Those Currently In Force
Assuming a 3.1 gram/mile NOX standard, a fuel economy penalty
of 3 to 5 percent is associated with emission standards for
hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide of .9 and 9.0 grams/mile when
compared to extending the current standards of 1.5 and 15 (i.e.,
85,000 barrels of oil per day in 1980). Retention of the 1.5
(CO) and 15 (HC) levels until 1979 would avoid most of the penalty.
Retention of the current standards through 1981 would allow
continued fuel economy improvements as would the adoption of the
Canadian standards.
Energy

Im~lications

HC, CO an

of the Statutory Standards for

NOX

With either the dual or three-way catalyst, a single device is
used to abate all three regulated pollutants. Thus, at the
statutory standards the energy impacts are not measured separately
for NOX and HC/CO. On the average, the adoption of the statutory
standard in 1978 would result in a fuel penalty of 7 to 17 percent by 1980 over 1975 vehicles. This would mean an energy loss
of 224,000 to 411,000 barrels of oil per day in 1980.
Attachment 5 shows the specific fuel economy losses (or gains)
associated with each of the options presented (and the anticipated
costs) with respect to model year 1974.
Standards Tighter Than the 1975 Interim Will Result in
Higher Initial Car Costs and Higher Operating Cost Due
to Associated Fuel Penalties
The options presented will impose varying cost burdens on the
consumer. Also, separate costs are associated with actions on
NOX and actions on HC and CO, except for meeting the statutory
standards with a dual or three-way catalyst system.
NOX:
Consumers will face sticker price and operating cost increases
over the 1975 model vehicles if a 2.0 gram/mile limitation is
imposed. Estimates range from $10-25 for front-end costs per
vehicle and from $0-25 in operating costs over 50,000 miles.
In
addition, the consumers will pay the costs of increased fuel
consumption associated with this lower standard, which rough
estimates place at $1.7 million per day, or over 600 million
dollars per year.
HC and CO:
The costs of adopting the more stringent hydrocarbon and carbon
monoxide standards (.9 and 9.0) as proposed in the Energy
Independence Act is estimated to be $50 per vehicle over 1975
automobiles. This would represent the additional costs of using
the air-injected oxidation catalyst. Additional operating costs,
which would result from the increased consumption of gasoline,
are estimated at $1.7 million per day, or over 600 million
·
dollars per year.

Statutory HC, CO and NOX:
Adoption of the statutory standards would result in a sticker
price increase of $230 to $270 per vehicle over 1975 model
cars. This would represent the average costs of using a mix
of the dual and three-way catalyst systems. Operating costs
resulting from the associated fuel penalties of this alternative
would roughly be $4 million per day or over $1.5 billion per
year.
6.

The basic philosophy and approach to future auto emission
controls needs to be reconsidered in light of current
conditions

While the choice of emission standards must represent a balance
among public health, air quality, esthetic, energy and cost
considerations, the problems currently confronting the Nation
are different from those prevailing in 1970 when the Clean Air
Act was passed. Inflation, unemployment, and the added cost and
reduced availability of energy call for reassessment of the
relative weights accorded to various factors other than measures
necessary to health. The high cost and fuel penalties caused by
further tightening of the standardsi and the emergence of the
sulfuric acid problem, compared to the marginal improvement in
HC, CO and NOX air quality also call for careful reconsideration.
(a)

Significantly tighter standards at this time may preclude
continued development of some technologies

There is substantial evidence that by model year.1981 new "leanburn" or stratified charge" engines would permit meeting the
lower (2.0) NOX standard. However, NOX standards more stringent
than 2.0 would preclude introduction of those technologies.
In
fact, unless application of the current statutory NOX standard
{.4 grams/mile) is delayed through at least 1990, the industry
will not (and cannot) shift to a lean-burn or stratified charge
engine, as far as can be foreseen.
(b)

Actions to reduce auto emissions must take into account
other sources of the same pollutant

Only 25 percent of total HC emissions are generated by automobile
exhaust. Therefore, HC ambient air concentrations tend to be
much less sensitive to the level of vehicle emission control
than is carbon monoxide.
The projected increases in NOX cannot be stopped without major
technological innovations in stationary source control. Therefore, regardless of how stringent an automobile standard is
applied, the future concentration levels in major metropolitan
are'as will primarily be a function of stationary source emissions.
CO levels in the atmosphere are much more sensitive to changes in
automobile emission controls than either HC or NOX. Unlike those
pollutants, the growth of stationary sources over the next ten
years all have little effect on CO air quality.
7.

Prompt Congressional action is needed on auto emission standards

In order to meet deadlines for emission testing and certif ic~tion
of 1977 model cars, the automobile industry will need to know
1977 emission standards by early August 1975 so that there will
be time to complete designing and engineering, build prototypes,
complete emissions testing such as 50,000 mile endurance tests,
and finally to produce new cars in adequate quantity to meet the
demand from the American public.

Attachment 1

Predicted Ambient Oxidant Concentration Levels in 1985
(In parts per million)
Ambient Standard = .08 ppm*
HC Automobile Emission Standard

Region

1974 and
Canadian
Standards
througn 1981

Current
Stds
through
1981

EPA's
Rec ommended
Stds

Energy
Independence Act
Proposal

Statutory
Stds
1977-1990

Base
1971-73

tlirmingham
Mobile-Pensacola
ClarK-Mohave
Pnoenix-Tucs on
Los Angeles

.12
.04
.13
.16
.43

.12
.04
.12
.16
.42

.11

.11

.04
.12
.16
.42

.04
.12
.16
.41

.11
.04
.12
.16
.41

.22
.11
• 22
.19
.62

Sacramento Valley
San Diego
San Francisco
San Joaquin
S. E. Desert

.21
. 20
.23
. 22
. 32

.20
.20
.23
• 21
.32

.20
.20
.23
• 21
.32

• 20
.19
.23
.21
. 32

.20
.19
.23
.21
• 32

• 24
• 30
• 30
. 26
.28

Denver
NY- NJ-Conn.
Philadelphia
National Capital
Cincinnati

.17
.14
.10
• 26
.12

.16

.16
.13
.10
. 25
.11

.16
.13
.10

.16
.13

.11

.10
• 25
.11

.28
.26
.20
• 36
.17

Indianapolis
Lou.-S.E. Texas
Boston
Toledo
El Paso-Las Cruces

. 08
.20

.08
.19
.10
.07
.05

.08
.19
.10
.07
.05

.08
.19
.10
.07
.05

.14
• 32
.21
.14
.13

.OS

.07
.12
.08

.07

.08
.12
.08
.11
.07

.07

.15
.18
.14
.21
.16

.14
.05
.27
.07
.08

.14
.05
.27
.07
.08

.14
.04
. 26
.06
.08

.19
.13
• 32
.15
.16

s.

Genessee-Finger
Lakes
Dayton
Portland, Oregon
s.w. Penn.
Aust in-Waco
Corpus-Christi
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Houston-Galveston
San Antonio
Puget Sound

.11

.07
.06

.13

.10
.26
.11

.OS
• 20
.10
.07
.06

.13
.08
.12
.07

.08
.12
.08
.12
.07

.14
.05
.27
.07
.08

.14
.05
.27
.07
.08

.08

.12
.08
.11

• 25

.11

* Tne

projected concentration levels assume the continuance of historic growth rates in the
central business districts in each region.

l'ne effect of a nigher, areawide or "metropolitan growth rate" on oxidant concentrations was
also considered. Tne metro-growth rate assumes a much higher rate of growth in vehicle miles
traveled and includes entire metropolitan areas rather than central business districts alone.
tlowever, predicted ambient concentration levels for oxidants using the higher growth rate are
only marginally higher than predicted concentration levels using the CBD growth rate for all
the rlC auto-emission alternatives studied. More importantly, only three areas (Indianapolis,
Genesse-Finger ~ake and San Antonio) which would achieve the standard using the CBD growth
rate, would exceed the standard by a very marginal amount if the higher metro-growth rate
were assumed.
Therefore, assumption of the nigher growth rate would not change the above analysis or conclusions about the impact of HC auto standards on photochemical oxidant concentration levels.

Attachment 2

Predicted .Ambient Carbon Monoxide Concentration Levels in 1985
(In parts per million)
Ambient standard = 9 ppm

CO Automobile Emission Standard
1974 and
Canadian
Standards
through 1981

Region
tlirmingham
North Alaska
Clark-Mohave
Pnoenix-Tucson
Los Angeles
Sacramento Valley
San Diego
.:ian Francisco
San Joaquin
Uenver*
.Hartford-New
Haven
J.>lY-NJ-Conn.
Philadelphia
National Capital
.t::. WashingtonN. Idaho
Chicago
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Baltimore
Boston

Current
Stds
through
1981

EPA's
Re commended
Stds

Energy
Independence Act
Proposal

Statutory
Stds
1977-1990

6

5

5

5

11

11

11

4
11

5
14
11

5
13
11

12
10

6

6

11
6

16
13

14
12

7
5

6

Base
1971-73

5

18
35
15
42
41
22
15
18
13
33

6

6

6
5
6

6

5
4
6

4

3
11

3
9

3
9

3
8

9

13

7
13
8
6

7
11
8

7

8
6

7
13
8
6

6

27
51
32
20

7

7

6

6

6

18

5
4
5
7
5

5
4
4
6

4

23
15
15
18
18

7
4
8

7
4
7

22
15
26

11

9
15
9

5

5

7

6

6

5
6
7
6

4
5
7
5

4

5
7

9
5

4

10

8
4
8

Penn.
Wasatch Front

7
15

6

6

6

5

13

13

13

11

22
41

Puget Sound**

10

8

8

8

7

24

MinneapolisSt. Paul
Central New York
Portland, Oregon**

s.w.

.

5

8
8

*Would not meet the ambient standard in 1985 if the Current Interim, 1974 or Canadian CO
standard for venicles were adopted through 1981
**Would meet tne ambient standard under all options except the 1974 or Canadian vehicle
CO standard

Attachment 3

A&B

Nitrogen Dioxide
Chart A displays ambient concentration levels in 1985 for N02 in the ten problem regions
under various NOX auto-emission standards. For example, column 1 shows that if a 3.0
gr/mil~ auto-NOX standard were in force from 1977 to 1990, Philadelphia's ambient N02
concentration levels in 1985 are predicted to be 121 ug/m3. Column 5 shows that if an
NOX standard of 2.0 gr/mile were adopted for the 1977-1981 period, followed by the
statutory (.4) standard until 1990, then Philadelphia's ambient N02 level in 1985 is
predicted to be 113 ug/m3.
Chart B shows the average percentage increases in N02 concentration levels for all ten
regions for each alternative NOX level. For example, column 2 shows that if the NOX
emission level were 3.1 gr/mile from 1977-1981 and 2.0 gr/mile from 1982-1990, the
N02 :oncentration levels are predicted to increase by 16% in 1980 and by 26% in 1985.
Column 3 shows that if the NOX standard were 2.0 from 1977 to 1990, N02 levels are predicted to increase by 12% and 22% in 1980 and 1985 respectively.
A.

Predicted Ambient Nitrogen Dioxide Concentrations in 1985
(In nu.crograms per cubic meter)
Ambient standard is 100 micrograms per cubic meter*
(NOX Emission Standard (in grams per mile)

Effective Date of Standard
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

1977-1981

j.l

3.1

2.0

3.1

2.0

0.4(1978)

1982-1990

3.1

2.0

2.0

.4

.4

0.4

Phoenix

111

105

100

98

93

87

Los Angeles

194

183

173

167

157

145

San Francisco

102

96

92

89

83

77

Denver

135

129

125

123

117

112

NY-NJ-Conn.

144

139

136

132

129

124

Philadelphia

121

119

117

115

113

109

National Capital

116

111

107

105

101

96

Chicago

152

148

145

143

139

134

Baltimore

116

112

109

107

103

99

Wasatch

137

131

124

121

115

108

6

Region

Fron~

B.
Average percent increase
in air quality
concentrations

Increases in Concentration Levels in 1980 and 1985

1980

lo

16

12

16

12

1985

32

26

22

19

14

*The projected concentration levels assume the continuance of historic growth rates for
the central business distr.i...ts in each region• The effect of a higher, areawide or ''metropolitan growth rate" on t-102 conce'ltrations was also con&: dered. The metro-growth l'.'ate
assumes a much higher ratt of growtn ~.n vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and includes entire
metropolitan areas rather than centra~ business distrlctb alone. Ambient level~ of N02,
using the metro-growth rate wer~ considerably higher under all the auto-emission alternativeF
presented. When comparing 1985 ~ercentage increases (Caart B) using a metro-growth rate as
opposed to the CBD growtr rate, a~erage N02 concentration levels are predicted to increase
by 46% as compared tu 33% for a long term 3.1 gr/mile NCX standard (Column 1); 33% as compared to 22% for a long term 2.0 gr/mile NOX standard Colum: 3) ;ind 16% as compared to 8%
for the statutory standard (Colmnn 6).
Th· higher predicted N02 concentration levels that result from ai:;s.,.ming the metro-growth

Nitrogen Dioxide

cont'd.

rate strongly suggest that the choice of NOX emission standard for automobiles would
have even less impact on the ability of communities to maintain the ambient standard than
is the case above, using the CBD growth rate. In fact, if the higher growth rate is assumed, all ten regions are predicted to exceed the ambient N02 standard by 1985 regardless
of the auto emission limit chosen for NOX. The only exception would be San Francisco,
which would stay below the standard if the statutory auto standard for NOX were implemented
in 1978.

Attachment 4A

MAXIMUM FUEL ECONOMY POTENTIAL VERSUS EMISSIONS
FOR 1980 ENGINES UNDER OPTIMAL CONTROL
CURRENT
AVERAGE ENGINE

MPG*

DECREASING
HYDROCARBONS

FUEL
ECONOMY
MPG

" - DENOTES OPTIMUM
FUEL ECONOMY POINT
FOR ANY ENGINE

NO*x
OXIDES OF NITROGEN - NOx

NOTE: 1. CURVE SHAPES ARE REPRESENTATIVE OF MOST ALL
SPARK IGNITION ENGINES.
2. STATUTORY NOx STANDARD IS BELOW THE "KNEE"
FOR ALL ENGINES CAPABLE OF LARGE SCALE PRODUCTION THROUGH THE MID 1980's'
3. THE OPTIMUM-MPG* AND RESULTING NOx AND HC*
ARE SIGNIFICANTC'Y GREATER THAN THE ENGINE
OUT PERFORMANCE OF 1975 CARS.

Attachment 4B

FUEL-ECONOMY-NOX EMISSION TRADE OFF

Design standard
on automobiles
- - - - - - f o r a performance standard
of 3.l gr/mile.

Mi Ies/Gal Ion

14

2.0
Design standards
on automobiles

13

- - - - - - - + - - - - - - f o r a perfor-

mance standard
of 2.0 gr/mile •

.....-..+---1.4
12

11
~....--- 1.1 He Gr/Mile

10

0

1 1.4

2 2. 4

NOx Gr/Mile

3

4

Attachment 5

1980 New Car Fuel Economy and Cost
Versus Emission Standards

rmission Standards
For 1977-1981

l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Cost Per New Car
For F.mission Controls
Compared to 1974 Cars
Cost

Uncertaintv

$350

$215-$450

Base - 1.5/15/2.0 or
0.9/9.0/3.1
With Catalysts
No Catalysts

120
50

$ 90-$150

EPA Proposal
With Catalysts
No Catalysts

Statutory Standards after 1977
(three-way catalyst or
dual catalyst)

MPG

New Car Average Fuel Economy
in 1980
Uncertainty Range in %
Over 1974 Due to
Engine
% Over
Sales Mix
Technolo2:v
1974

-4% to + 8%

-4% to +7%

$ 40-$100

19.6
18.4

40%
31%

-3% to + 3%
-4% to + 8%

-4% to +7%

135
65

$100-$170
$ 50-$110

19.0
17.8

36%
27%

-5% to + 8%
-4% to +12%

-47. to +7%

1975 Standards
With Catalysts
No Catalysts

95
35

$ 70-$110
$ 25-$ 65

20.4
19. 2

46%
37%

-2% to + 2%
-3% to + 7%

-4% to +7%

Canadian or 1974 Standards
With or Without
Catalysts

25

$

5-$ 35

20.4

46%

-2% to + 1%

-4% to +7%
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THE WHITE HOUSE
FACT SHEET
Amendments to the Clean Air Act
(affecting automobile emission standards)
The President recommended today that Congress pass
legislation designed to amend the Clean Air Act by extending
the current automobile emission standards from 1977 until 1981.
While this action will have no significant impact on our
efforts to achieve the objectives of the Clean Air Act the
proposed modifications are necessary to (1) avoid certain
recently recognized potential health risks associated with the
catalytic converter and (2) permit substantially greater fuel
efficiencies over the next five years .
All of the enforcement, certification and inspection
measures contained in the Clean Air Act will be retained.
This proposal supercedes Section 503, Title V of the
President ' s Energy Independence Act of 1975 which he sent to
Congress on January 30~ 1975. At that time the President
proposed emission standards based on a modification of the
current California standards.
BACKGrlOUND
After submitting the Enerp,y Independence Act to the
the Environmental Protection Agency held public
hearings on the manufacturers ' requests for a suspension of
tile 1977 auto emission standards and also took testimony
related to five --year emission levels. The hearings established
that the catalytic converter , used to meet the HC and CO
standards for 1975 and 1976 model year vehicles , produces
sulfuric acid in amounts that can pose a significant public
health risk.
Congress ~

In addition , because of the technology likely to be used
to achieve these tighter standards, automobile emissions of
sulfuric · acid may double if the more stringent HC and CO
standards previously proposed in the Ener~y Independence Act
are imposed for 1977 and subsequent years.
Accordingly , the President directed an interagency task
force to undertake a major review of the public health j energy
and consumer cost implications of several widely discussed
levels of automobile emission standards. The President s
decision announced today is based upon this review.
1

more

2

The President will propose legislation to maintain the
current automobile emission standards through model year 1~8n.
This will accomplish the following objectives:
Health. Avoid increasing the potential adverse health
impacts of certain automobile emission devices by retaining
current controls on known health hazards, such as carbon
monoxide and hydrocarbons, without the risk of increasing
other imperfectly understood but potentially dangerous
pollutants such as sulfuric acid.
Energy. Achieve an increase of 40 percent or greater in
automobile fuel efficiency by 1980.
Environment. Achieve almost all the environmental objectives we would have achieved by going to stricter standards.
Economy. Minimize the inflationary impact of Federal
regulations on the cost of automobiles to consumers. Avoid
aggravating unemployment, especially in the automobile
industry.

# # # # #

,
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

June 27, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

MAX L. FRIEDERSDORF

FROM:

VERNLOEN

SUBJECT:

Congressional Contacts on Clean Air Act
Amendments, extending auto emission
standards from 1977 to 1981.

V~

Pursuant to your request, attached are the comments of the Congressmen contacted regarding the above matter.

...

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Rep. Paul G. Rogers - D. Fla., Washington, D. C.
Contact: Chairman Rogers
Co1nments: Thanked us for the advance notice. Indicated neither
support nor opposition to the President's statement.

Rep. Clarence J. Brown, R. -Ohio, District office in Springfield, Ohio
Contact: Congressman Brown
Comments: Appreciated advance notice. Asked that the President's
statement and the Energy Resources Council memorandum be
delivered to his office.

Rep. James T. Broyhill, R. -N.C., Within District
Contact: Congressman Broyhill
Comments: Recognizes the President's statement embodies a major
shift in the Administration's position on auto emission standards.
The Congressman is interested in acquiring all available background
material and wants to be a sponsor of the Administration's legislation
referred: to i.n the Presidential statement.

Rep. John D. Dingell, D. -Mi.ch., Washington, D. C.
Contact: Chairman Dingell
Comments:
Chairman Dingell believes that the President 1 s .
modification calling for a current extension is very wise. However,
he did state that it was his opinion that Congress would not grant a
5-year extension, but rather would more likely adopt an extension of
approximately three years. Jn addition, Mr. Dingell said he felt
there would be some congressional criticism of the President's
statement. This criticism was addressed the fact that the 5-year
extension would neglect severe environmental concerns. Mr.
Dingell hastened to add that he would not be critical of the
President's announced statement.
; '

R
. H. J. Heinz R. -Pa., Washington, D. C.
Contact: Warren Eisenberg, Administrative As stant
Comments: Congressman Heinz is in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and
was not where he could be immediately contacted. His AA was
briefed and was told if the Congressman had any questions we would
be available to respond throughout the course of the day.
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Rep. James F. Hastings, R. -N. Y., Lake George, New York
Contact: Ms. Clare Bradley, Executive Secretary
Comments: Informed Ms. Bradley of the Presidential statement.
She will be seeing Congressman Hastings during the early a:· .'rnoon
and will inform him of the contents in the President's state1
tt.
If the congressman has any questions he will contact us.

Samuel L. Devine, R. -Ohio, Columbus, Ohio
Contact: Congressman Devine
Comments: Thanks for the information.

Rep. Tim Lee Carter, R. -Ky., Home in Kentucky
Contact: Congressman Carter
Comments: Congressman Carter said that as ranking member in the
House Health and Environ.me nt Subcommittee of the House Interstate
and Foreign Commerce Committee, he supported the President's
statement. He appreciated advance notice.

Speaker Carl Albert, D - Okla. ) - out of town
Contact: Joel J ankowsky in Speaker 1 s Office.
Comments: No need to contact the Speaker directly as he is out of town.
Mike Reed and Joel Jankowsky will advise him.

Rep. Bob Michel, R-IH., in his Washington, D. C. office
Contact: Rep. Michel and his aides.
•
Comments: Nothing in there for burning of coal, etc. by industries. Has
no real problem with the extension of auto emi.ssion standards but strongly
recommends that some action be taken immediately on the problem of
industries burning of coal as 'it is a violation of the clean air act.

Rep. John McFall, D- Calif.: in the Majority Whip's office
Contact: Spoke directly with Rep. McFall
Comments: All for it -- standards are too tight. For cleaning up the
environment but we are going too far on the environmen.tal side. Don't care
what Ralph Nader says. We need to give the auto manufacturers some room
to maneuver to obtain greater fuel efficiency.
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Rep. Barber Conable, (R-NY)
Contact: Harry Nicholas• AA to Rep. Conable
Comments: Will pass the information on to Rep. Conable. Conable is
travelling to speaking engagement. Will tell Conable when he calls into
the office.

Rep. Tip 0 1 Neill, (D - Mass.)
Contact: Home of Gary Hymel
Comments: Not a matter to try and contact Rep. O'Neill on, as he is out
of town. Tip will be all for it. Consider notice to Hymel as notice to Tip.

Rep. John Ander son, (R - Ill.)
Contact: At Rep. Anderson 1 s home
Comments: Wanted to know the basis for the change in position and explained
that the President's energy program had recommended different auto emission
standards through 1980.
Because of the health problems associated with
the catalytic converter and the need for greater fuel efficiencies and how
they are achieved it was decided to extend present auto emission standards.
Wanted to know if this would take legislation and told him that it woUld.

Rep. Harley Staggers, (D - W. Va.)
Contact: Talked to Marguerite Furfari in Congressional Office (A.A to Staggers
Comments: Rep. Staggers at a speaking engagement and will be given the
inforrnation when he calls in.
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Rep. John Rhodes, (R - Ariz)
Contact: Congressional Office - Dennis Taylor's sec'y, Joanne
Comments: No comments. She will inform Dennis Taylor who will
notify Mr. Rhodes.

July 16, 1975

STAFF BRIEFING NOTES
EMISSIONS STANDARDS SUSPENSION ISSUE

o

In recommending suspension of emissions Standards through
1981, we should not argue question of how much clean air we
need.
Have tended to argue mainly on the basis of technology

o

Should stress the important economic consequences of emission
Standards.

o There are significant real costs
Direct consumer costs for 1978 Standards range from
$150 to $340/vehicle; in a lOM car year, aggregate
consumer cost ranges from $1. 5Bto $3.4B
According to Chase volume-price model and Leontief
sales-employment model, a price boost of $200 for
1978 emissions controls drops sales by $1 B to $4B;
direct and indirect unemployment of 57, 000 to 228, 000
workers results.
Fuel economy loss due to 1978 Standards equals 10-20%;
assuming 15, 000 miles/year average for each car, and
14 mpg, gas consumption increases by 110-220 gallons
- -using projected 1978 gas rate of 70¢/ gallon, additional
operating costs of $77 to $154/car result.
Increased maintenance costs will result to properly
maintain emissio.n systems; over five-year car life,
total costs equal $174.
o

Total added costs related to emissions equal $1, 098/vehicle
over five-year life--three to five times original equipment cost

.·,· ,..

o There are significant opportunity costs
Industry estimates capital needs of$ lB to meet
1978 Standards; this must be diverted from productive
purposes, including, fuel economy improvement.
o Improvern.e.nt of fuel economy by 40%, as pledged by industry,
would result in a five-year fuel savings of $1, 250/vehicle.
o Incremental costs resulting fron1 the imposition of emissions
Standards equal the difference between estimated cost of $1, 098
and potential fuel savings of $1, 250--net cost equals $2, 348 per
fiv~-year vehicle life.
o

Costs of tighter emissions Standards are regressive
Costs borne by all buyers, regardless of cost or purchase price.
Costs affect all purchasers regardless of income.

o Administration spokes1nen should emphasize economic consequences
of tighter Standards, which include:
Reduced industry capital for work on engine efficiency
Higher direct consun1er purchase prices
Inflationary effects due to higher operating costs

...
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July 17, 1975

MEMORANDUM

TO:

L. WILLIAM SEIDMAN

FROM:

wr.1...LIAM F. GOROG

SUBJECT:

President's Recommendation to Suspend Emission
Standards

This Memorandum has been prepared to examine the economic
impact of the President's recommendation to suspend auto/
truck emission standards for five years.
I feel i t ext=emely important that we do not try to argue
the Presiden~•3 position on the largely unproven and unquantifiable siestion of how much clean air is needed.
1.ikewise, we ~ not have to rely solely on the argument
7~=~ the tee· ·ology tq meet the 1978 standards is not now
available. :: :'.:o think that we can supplement the arguments
made to date ~-=-~h the economic aspects of this decision.
There· is, o= course, the problem of being drawn into a
pti!:llic ?C=~;.Le of matching dollars against health, but if
done car::f:llly, I believe we can decouple the two sides of
the que=:...ion .
The economic argument we hear most frequently is the
additional incremental costs to the consumer of the 1978
Standard equip.m ent. However, this represents only a part
of the additional costs to both the economy and the
individual consume=. We need to examine also the effect
of diverting the ~anufacturer's capital funds to meet
these Objecti~ 7 eS, "::he impact Of the additional COStS and
consumer confusion on· sal~s, the additional operating
costs from lower engine efficiencies, and the lost
~pportunity for lower operating costs.
. /
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Since this is a rather complex subject, I am simply
going to summarize our data about the economic impact
of some of these considerations. The simplest presen. is
. the direct
.
'
tation
costs of - the·standards
to the consumer.
Consumer Costs
Direct Egu.ipment Costs
Although the technology
to achieve the higher standards does not now
exist, the industry has estimated that the
equipment alone will cost somewhere between
$150 to $340 per vehicle, with the higher figure
being more likely. This would mean in a tenmillion ~ar year the additional costs to
consumers would be $1.5 to $3."4 billion per year.
Maintenance Costs - The industry has made estimates
based upon current experience of maintenance of
existing emission control equipment, and extrapolating to include the unproven technology that
would be . involved in meeting the 1978 Standards,
i t e...~ects maintenance part costs of $70 and
ma~ ~enance labor costs of seven hours over five
ye.::=-3. At the current contract rate of $13 per
he~, this adds up to about $161 over this period.
Operat.i:::= Costs - The industry estimates that the 1978
s~::::=x:~rds would result in a fuel economy loss of
b~~Heen 10% and 20%.
Assuming that the average
~-~bile is driven 15,000 miles per year, and
~~·~e.utly averages 14 miles per gallon, consumption would increase anywhere
110 to 220 gallons
per year with the 1978 standard equipment. With
gasoline prices currently projected at the 70¢
a gallon rate for 1978, this represents an
additional cost of operation of between $77 and
Sl54 oer year- This would be between $375 and
$770 over the es-'-".._±mated five year life of a vehicle.

from

G";J~-n.it:7

-

Costs (potential consumer savings)- The
side of the consumer cost coin is the
::;a~ · ~gs that the consumer would be losing under
-::.::.: : 978 Standards. If we assume that the
=~~e=

(

.'--/
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manufacturers could take the capital funds
required for engineering research, design, and
production of equipment of the Standards
equipment {estimated to.'be $1 billion) and apply
that instead to gaining fuel economy, an operat~ng cost savings to the consumer would be generated.
The industry has pledged that given the necessary
funds, they are capable of improving fuel economy
by 40%.
Applying the same assumptions used to calculate
the additional operating costs above, we could
achieve an estimated savings per vehicle of
$1,250 per vehicle over the useful life of the
vehicle.
Macro Economic Impact
While not subject to precise measurement, we can expect
that this action will cause a ripple effect on the whole
economy.
One of the I!l2.~or effects would be upon employment in the
auto indust=:t. With higher purchase prices and higher
ope~ating cos~, it is reasonable to expect a drop in
a~~o~obile ~s, at least in the near term.
(Using the
C~se Econca:::~ic Model for automotive volume price relations~1 ps c~a Wassily Leontief's sales/employment model,
i t has been estimated that the adverse employment effect
fo= the ~~a~~._ry, including industry-related employment,
would be somewhere between 57,000 and 228,000 jobs)

An additional economic cost would take the form of an
increase in the WPI (both in the form of higher operating
costs as well as direct sales costs} which, as more wages
are index-tied, would send out an inflationary ripple.
A further consideration arises from the fact that the
additional economic costs accrue independently of t~e
size or purchase price of the vehicle. This implies
that the additional costs will affect all purchasers
irrespective of i~come and thus will fall proportionally
heavier on those with low incomes than on those in higher
income brackets.

-4-

While it would not be possible to undertake a complete
cost/benefit analysis without a great deal of data
regarding the costs of whatever additional pollution was
created by suspending the Standards, the analysis would
be, in my est.:..:nation, not very useful because:

1.

There is no clear evidence that the tighter
staneards would achieve any measurable reduction
in pol1ution. Thus, with a zero denominator,
such a...£ analysis would be meaningless.

2.

If the question is posed in terms of the nation's
health, there is no measure which can adequately
translate such a criteria into dollars.

Finally, the suspension actions must be measured in terms
of its impact on the nation's energy program. Should the
higher fuel economies be met, this would mean that an
additional 3/4 to 1 billion gallons of gasoline per. production
year would not _be consumed.
Su.r;:rma rv

To millions ~= consumers the additional economic costs
will be sign~~:cant . • The difference between the estimated
cdd.itional , :::;_s generated by the enforcement of the
s~~~dards a~-'- an average five-year vehicle life is
significant; ::::etween $686 and $1,271. When this is put
against tl:.e ;;ctential operating cost savings of $1,250,
-;::!2.at may be ~erated by suspending the Standards, the
=e.al cost t::; ·-~nsumers is even more significant.
I t is ~uportant that Administration spokesmen emphasize
the econo:nic impact of the decision. Forcing compliance
will str~p indust._--ry of capital needed to retool for more
efficient engines, will cost the consumer directly in
added ec;:::~?ment costs, and will continue to be inflationary
due to 1:.±.;her operating costs.
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MEMORANDUM
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FROM:

wr..LLIAM F. GOROG

SUBJECT:

President's Recommendation to Suspend Emission
Standards

This Memorandum has been prepared to examine the economic
impact of the President's recommendation to suspend auto/
truck emission standards for five years.
I feel i t ex~emely important that we do not try to argue
the Presidentss position on the largely unproven and unquantifiable ~estion of how much ciean air is needed.
T.ikewise, ~e ±:; not have to rely solely on the argument
~~~~ the tee· clogy t~ meet the 1978 standards is not now
a"72ilable.
=:. ::o think that we can supplement the arguments
Dade to date M~~h the economic aspects of this decision.
There is, cf course, the problem of being drawn into a
p'..l!:llic ?C~~:..:_e of matching dollars against health, but if
done care~~ly, I believe we can decouple the two sides of
the ~ues+-7on.
The economic argument we hear most frequently is the
additional incremental costs to the consumer of the 1978
Standard equipment. However, this represents only a part
of the additional costs to both the economy and the
individual consume=. We need to examine also the effect
of diverting the ~anufacturer's capital funds to meet
these objectives, ~he impact of the anditional costs and
consumer confusio~ on· sal9s, the additional operating
costs from lower e~gine efficiencies, and the lost
opportunity for lower operating costs.
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Since this is a rather complex subject, I am simply
going to summarize our data about the economic impact
of some of these considerations. The simplest presentation is the direct costs of the,.Standards to the consumer.
Consumer Costs
Direct Equipment Costs
Although the technology
to achieve the higher standards does not now
exist, the industry has estimated that the
equipment alone will cost somewhere between
$150 to $340 per vehicle, with the higher figure
being more likely. This would mean in a tenmillion car year the additional costs to
consumers would be $1.5 to $3."4 billion per year.
Maintenance Costs The industry has made estimates
based upon current experience of maintenance of
existing emission control equipment, and extrapolating to include the unproven technology that
would be . involved in meeting the 1978 Standards,
i t e:rpects maintenance part costs of $70 and
ma.i.:r::::enance labor costs of seven hours over five
yec::s. At the current contract rate of $13 per
he-=:-, this adds up to about $161 over this period.
Ot>erati::c Costs - The industry estimates that the 1978
s~~::eards would result in a fuel economy loss of
~~~n 10% and 20%.
Assuming that the average
a_~bile is driven 15,000 miles per year, and
~~· ·e,.itly avera~es 14 miles per. gallon, consump~ion would increase anywhere from 110 to 220 gallons
per year with the 1978 standard equipment. With
gasoiine prices currently projected at the 70¢
a gallon rate for 1978, this represents an
ad.di tional cost of operation of between $77 and
Sl54 oer year- This would be between $3~and
$770 over the es-'-~ted five year life of a vehicle.
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Costs (potential consumer savings)- The
side of the consumer cost coin is the
;a:J - ~gs that the consumer would be losing under
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manufacturers could take the capital funds
required for engineering research, design, and
production of equipment of the Standards
equipment (estimated to.'be $1 billion) and apply
that instead to gaining fuel economy, an operating
cost savings to the consumer would be generated.
The industry has pledged that given the necessary
funds, ·they are capable of improving fuel economy
by 40%.
Applying the same assumptions used to calculate
the additional operating costs above, we could
achieve an estimated savings per vehicle of
$1,250 per vehicle over the useful life of the
vehicle.
Macro Economic "Impa·c t
While not subject to precise measurement, we can expect
that this action will cause a ripple effect on the whole
economy.
One of the na:or effects would be upon employment in the
auto indust-1. With higher purchase prices and higher
ope~ating cos~, it is reasonable to expect a drop in
a~~onobile sa2...es, at least in the near term.
(Using the
c:::.ase EconCLJE~ic Model for automotive volume price rel:tions~i ?s :-a Wassily Leontief's sales/employment model,
it has bee~ =~~imated that the adverse employment effect
for the ~~c::s""..=y, including industry-related employment,
would be 5'-~where between 57,000 and 228,000 jobs)
An additional economic cost would take the form of an

increase in the WPI (both in the form of higher operating
costs as well as direct sales costs) which, as more wages
are index-tied, would send out an inflationary ripple.
A further consideration arises from the fact that the
additional economic costs accrue independently of the
size or purchase price of the vehicle. This implies
that the addition2.l costs will affect all purchasers
irrespective o= i~come and thus will fall proportionally
heavier on those with low incomes than on those in higher
income brackets.
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While it would not be possible to undertake a complete
cost/benefit analysis without a great deal of data
regarding the costs of whatever additional pollution was
created by suspending the Standards, the analysis would
be, in my est.:..:n.ation, not very useful because:
1.

There is no clear evidence that the tighter
standards would achieve any measurable reduction
in pollution. Thus, with a zero denominator,
such an analysis would be meaningless.

2.

If the question is posed in terms of the nation's
health, there is no measure which can adequately
translate such a criteria into dollars.

Finally, the suspension actions must be measured in terms
of its impact on the nation's energy program. Should the
higher fuel economies be met, this would mean that an
additional 3/4 to 1 billion gallons of gasoline per. production
year would not . be consumed.
StLrumarv
To millions ·::f conslli~ers the additional economic costs
will be sign~~~cant . ,The difference between the estimated
ad.C..i tional . :-;_s generated by the enforcement of the
S::a.ndards o~-'- an average five-year vehicle life is
significant; ::=:etween $686 and $1,271. When this is put
against t2::e ~;..ential operating cost savings of $1,250,
that may
;-::::;.erated by suspending the Standards, the
=eal cost ta ~~nsumers is even more significant.

=e

It is L~portant that Administration spokesmen emphasize
the econo::ri.c impact of the decision . Forcing compliance
will str~p industry of capital needed to retool for more
e=ficient engines, will cost the consumer directly in
added. e01~pment costs, and will continue to be inflationary
due to 1::.i.:her O?erating costs.

T.H£ WHIT£ HOUSE
WA S HINGTON
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IMMEDIATE RELEASE

July 26l 1975

Off ice of the White House Press Secretary

THE WHITE HOUSE
TEXT OF LETTERS FROM THE PRESIDENT TO
THE CHAIRMAN, SENATE WORKS COMMITTEE
~D

THE CHAIRMAN, HOUSE INTERSTATE
AND FOREIGN COMMERCE COMMITTEE
July 26, 1975
Dear Mr. Chairman:
On June 27th, I transmitted to the Congress a
special message which described the conclusions
from a detailed executive branch review of the
air quality, health, energy, and consumer cost
implications of alternative automobile emission
standards. I recommended that 1975-76 standards
for automobile emissions be extended by the
Congress through model year 1981.
I believe it important that the Congress and the
public have a full opportunity to hear in detail
the findings of our studies and the basis for my
conclusions that existing standards should be continued. I recognize that the hearings held by your
subcommittee on auto emissions ended before our
studies were completed. I urge you to hold another
hearing on this matter so Administration witnesses
can present the findings.
Sincerely,

GERALD R. FORD

The Honorable Jennings Randolph
Chairman
Public Works Committee
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

#

#

The Honorable Harley O. Staggers
Chairman
Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July 26, 1975

Dear Mr. Speaker:
On June 27, 1975, I transmitted a special message to
the Congress which described the complex problem of
setting automobile emission standards which strike
the best possible balance among our air quality, public
health, energy, consumer cost and other economic
objectives.
As indicated in that message, I have concluded that
automobile emission standards should not be more rigid
than those applied to 1975 and 1976 model cars because
more rigid standards unnecessarily would increase car
prices, reduce gasoline mileage, and increase energy
demands. There is also the potential that tighter
standards.would require emission controls that result
·in new pollutants with serious health impact.
I am enclosing a draft of a bill which would implement
the recommendations described in detail in my June 27th
message. I urge prompt passage of this bill.
Sincerely,

The Honorable
The Speaker
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.
20515

A BILL
To amend the Clean Air Act to continue 1975-76 Federal
automobile emission standards through the 1981
model year to permit a balance among the important
objectives of improving air quality, protecting
public· health and safety, and avoiding unnecessary
increases in consumer costs for automobiles,
decreases in gasoline mileage, and increases in
the Nation's dependence on imported oil.
Be i t enacted by the Senate and the House of
Representatives of the United States of America in
Congress assembled,
Sec. 2.

The Clean Air Act, as amended, is amended as

follows:
(a) Section 202(b)(l) (A) is amended to delete therefrom
11

1977 11 and insert in lieu thereof "1982."
(b) Section 202(b) {l) (A) is further amended to delete

the last sentence therefrom and insert the following
sentence in lieu thereof:
"The regulations under subsection (a) applicable to
emissions of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons from lightduty vehicles and engines manufactured during model years
1975 through 1981, inclusive, shall contain standards
which are identical to the interim standards which were
prescribed (as of December 1, 1973) under paragraph (5) (A)
of this subsection for light-duty vehicles and engines
manufactured during model year 1975.

2

(c) Section 202 (b) (1) (B} is amended to read as
follows:
nThe regulations under subsection (a) applicable to
emission of oxides of nitrogen from light-duty vehicles
and engines manufactured during model years 1975 through
1981 inclusive shall .contain standards which are identical
to the standards prescribed (as of December 1, 1973) under
subsection (a) for light-duty vehicles and engines manufactured during model year 1975.

The regulations under

subsection (a) applicable to oxides of nitrogen from
light-duty vehicles and engines manufactured during or
after model year 1982 shall be established at such level
as the Administrator determines is appropriate considering
air quality, energy efficiency, availability of technology,
cost, and other relevant factors.

The Administrator shall

publish for public comment no later than July 1, 1977,
proposed standards for 1982 model year light-duty vehicles
and engines and his tentative conclusions with respect to
the matters he is required to consider under this paragraph
and shall publish his final standards and his findings no
later than July 1, 1978.

Such standards may be revised

after appropriate notice following such date based upon
substantial changes in any of the factors the Administrator
is required to consider under this paragraph.

July 26, 1975

IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Office of the White House Press Secretary

THE WHITE HOUSE
TEXT OF LETTERS FROM THE PRESIDENT TO THE
SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
AND THE PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE
July 26, 1975

Dear Mr. Speaker:

(Dear Mr. President:)

On June 27, 1975, I transmitted a special message to
the Congress which described the complex problem of
setting automobile emission standards which strike
the best possible balance among our air quality, public
health, energy, consumer cost and other economic
objectives.
As indicated in that message, I have concluded that
automobile emmission standards should not be more rigid
than those applied to 1975 and 1976 model cars because
more rigid standards unnecessarily would increase car
prices, reduce gasoline mileage, and increase energy
demands. There is also the potential that tighter
standards would require emission controls that result
in new pollutants with serious health impact.
I am enclosing a draft of a bill which would implement
the recommendations described in detail in my June 27th
message. I urge prompt passage of this bill.
Sincerely,

GERALD R. FORD
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THE WHITE HOUSE
TEXT OF LETTERS FROM THE PRESIDENT TO
THE CHAIRMAN, SENATE WORKS COMMITTEE
AND
THE CHAIRMAN, HOUSE INTERSTATE
AND FOREIGN COMMERCE COMMITTEE

July 26, 1975
Dear Mr. Chairman:
On June 27th, I transmitted to the Congress a
special message which described the conclusions
from a detailed executive branch review of the
air quality, health, energy, and consumer cost
implications of alternative automobile emission
standards. I recommended that 1975-76 standards
for automobile emissions be extended by the
Congress through model year 1981.
I believe it important that the Congress and the
public have a full opportunity to hear in detail
the findings of our studies and the basis for my
conclusions that existing standards should be continued. I recognize that the hearings held by your
subcommittee on auto emissions ended before our
studies were completed. I urge you to hold another
hearing on this matter so Administration witnesses
can present the findings.
Sincerely,

GERALD R. FORD

The Honorable Jennings Randolph
Chairman
Public Works Committee
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

The Honorable Harley o. Staggers
Chairman
Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
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THE WHITE HOUSE
FACT SHEET
AUTOMOBILE EMISSION STANDARDS
The President today sent to the Congress proposed legislation to
continue the present Federal automobile emission stand.ards through
the 1981 model year, so as to permit a balance amohg the important objectives of improving air quality, protecting public
health and safety:. and avoiding unnecessary increases in consumer
costs for automobiles, decreases in gasoline wileage, and in-·
creases in the Nation's dependence on imported oil.
The President also asked the Chairmen of the Senate and House
Committees which have jurisdiction over the Clean Air Act·to
hold public hearings so that Administration witnesses can present·
findings from the executive branch study which led to the
President's conclusion that current standards should be continued.
BACKGROUND
As the Clean Air Act now stands, Federal auto emission
standards for 1977 would be tightened f1~om current standards
for oxides of nitrogen (NOx), and standards for. 1978 model .
cars would be tightened for hydrocarbons (HC), carbonmonoxide
(CO), and still further for oxides of nitrogen (NOx).
On June 27, 1975, the President sent to Congress a special
message which:
summarized the findings of an extensive exequtive branch
study of the air quality, public health, consumer cost,
gasoline mileage, and other implications of alternative
emission standards; and
presented his conclusions that the best balance among
the various important objectives could be achieved by
continuing 1975-76 standards through the 1981 model year.
Subcommittees of the Senate Committee on Public Works and
the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce are
now considering changes in the Clean Air Act.
THE PROPOSED LEGISLATION
The bill proposed by the President would amend the Clean Air Act
to continue 1975-1976 auto emission standards for hydrocarbons
(HC), carbonmonoxide (CO) and oxides of nitrogen (NOx) through
the 1981 model year. The Federal standards, in grams per mile,
would be:
Model Year

HC

197'( - 1981

l.""5

co
15:-0

NOx

3.1

For comparison, the average emissions from uncontrolled ca:t?s:
were:

Pre-1968

8.7

87

3.5

more
(OVER)

2

Model Year

-

co

HC

NOx

Past Federal standards have been:

1970-1971
1972
1973-1974
1975-1976

4.1

34.o

3.0

28.0
28.0

3.0
1.5

15.0

(No standard; emissions
rose to 4.5 to 5.0)

3.1
3.1

As the Clean Air Act now stands, Federal standards would be:

1977
1978 and later

1.5
.41

15.0

3.4

2.0

.4

THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH STUDY
The interagency study considered the air quality, health, consumer
cost and energy impacts of various alternative emission standards
that could be applied to 1977 and future model cars. The alternative standards considered in the study ranged from standards less
stringent than the current ones (i.e., Canadian standards and
1973-74 U.S. Standards) to those now prescribed in the Clean Air
Act for 1978 and future years. In summary, the principal conclusions from the interagency study were:
l.

Controls on automobiles necessary to meet the current
standards have reduced ambient concentration levels in
those areas that have auto-related HC and CO problems;
and have reduced the rate at which NOx concentrations
have increased.

2.

Through the year 1985, tighter or looser standards for HC,
·co and NOx, in the range considered, would make little
difference in the air quality in those areas that have an
auto-related pollution problem. Many parts of the country
'have no auto-related pollution problem.

3.

Present data are not sufficient to make specific calculations o·r final judgments on what sulfuric acid emission
levels would be· safe from a public health perspective.
However, it is believed that sulfuric acid emissions
could prove to be a significant public health risk and
that emissions could increase substantially if standards
more stringent than the 1975-1976 standards are adopted.

4.

Further mandated reductions in emiss·ions from automobiles
may have the effect of increasing or creating pollutants
other than HC, co, and NOx.

5.

Auto emis::don standards have had s.n impact on fuel economy
and, therefore, on our nation's total petroleum demands
and reliance on foreign sources. Standards tighter than
the 1975-1976 standards will result in higher initial car
costs and higher operating costs.

6.

The basic philosophy and approach to future auto emission
controls need to be reconsidered in light of current conditions.

7.

(a)

Significantly tighte~ standards at this time may
preclude continued development of some promising fuel
efficient and low endssion technologies.

(b)

Actions to reduce auto emissions must take into account
other sources of the same pollutant.

Prompt Congressional action is needed on auto em~_ssion
standards in order to establish a five-year emission program
which is compatible with a strict fuel efficiency program.
fl
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SUBCO!-t'1ITTZE O!I PUBLIC 1--:E..;LTH AND E!NIR0!'-."'1·IBNT
DATE:

August 20, 1975

SUBJECT:

SU3CO:·~·HT7EE

ACT

..

-

DECIS IO~S ON CI."S:\.i..'{ AIR

A.."'!.E~""D!-13~1TS

l.

To date, the Subcor.i.~ittee has considered sections 101-107 of
the June 16, 1975, Staff Discussion Draft of the Clean Air Act
Amend~ents of 1975.
A~end~ents have been of=ered and voted upon
and sections 101-lCS, as araended, have been adopted by the subcommittee. h-nen the recess began, the subcom.~ittee had not
completed consideration oi section 107 •

2.

Thus, the first item for consideration when the subcommittee '
returns will be the ozone protection provision. Thereafter, t~ e
subco::-:.-nittee will consider section 108 of the Staff Draft {"Preve·n tio!'l of Significant Deterioration") , section 201 {Indirect
Sources), section 202 (Delay of Transportation Control Requirements), section 203 (New l·!otor Vehicle Emission StanC.ards). Ot'heI
major iss~es w~ich the subco..-::1ittee has yet to resolve rela t e t o
the S year/50,000 rai!.e perfo:::-:nance warr2.nty and its effect on
after~arket parts and service industry: and the procedural require~ents for EPA rule~aking under the Clean Air Act.

· 3.

.

The following SU::l;~arizes in general the major actions taken
by the subco::u.-ni~tee to date:
A.

Section 101 - Unreculated Pollutants
adopted with the following chang~s:

i;.

This section was

Adopted the words "may endf!-nger public health
or welfare":

ii.

Required EPA to study health effects of sulfates,
cad~iu~, arsenic, polycyclic organic matter, and
vinyl chloride;

iii.

Required EPA to prowulgate a one-hour N02 a~ient
air quality standard.

~c:>ction 102 -

B.

'9asis of Certain Ac::dnistrative standc.'!"cs
This sect.ion was aco:::>teci using the ";nay endanger pu.nlic
health or \.Jclfare''. -

C.

Section 103 - Cc~~liancc Ddte Extensions Under State Plan This srction was acoptcci with the following changes:

i.

Au~hor~zcd cx~ensions to be granted for plants
using innov~tivc technology which would result
in subst~ntial emission reductions or in sub-

/

~

...

-2 -

I

•

\/
l.

stantial energy savings :

ii .

Prohibited use of co~~licnce orders as a
means of postponing co~?liance deadlines ;
/

iii .
D.

Certain other minor and clarifying changes .

Section 104 - Assess~ent of Civil Penalties - This section
was adopted wi~h the following cha~ges :

i .

Limited the venue in which EPA may bring enforcement lawsuits ;

ii .

Required t~e court , in assessing civil penalties ,
to take into account the size of the business ,
the econo~i c im?act of the penalty, and the
seriousnes s of the violation ;

iii . · Deleted the provision limiting applicability of
State o r local corporate im..~unity laws .
I

I

E.

Section 105 - ~xcess ~nission Penaltv - A substitute for this
section ~as ado?ted . It autho~ized ad..Jinist=ative i~oosition
of excess e~ission penalties under the following conditions
and limitations :

i .

ii .

iii .

iv.
v.
vi.

Only raajor sources receiving compliance date
extensions (see sec . 103 ) may be subject to
the penalty ;
Only if a source is prim~rily responsible for
the condition which necessitated the delay in
_c ompliance may the source be subject to the penalty;
The decision as to ~nether a major source is
subject to tne ?enalty will be made at the sa~e
time as , and after a for~al adjudicato=y hearing
on, the co~?liance date extension decision .
The penalty raay be less than, hut may not exceed $5000,.

day :

The source may o~tain judicial review of any
penalty in the appro?riate Federal District Court ;
The penalty is to be paid to the

u.s .

Treasury.

. .... ...
-
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..
E.

'

Section 105 - Co"::':)liance Date
Conve:rs:c:i.
changes:

i.

. -'·
;.

I

i i

·.r

.i..

.

:

:

F.

/

E:.i::~e'!1sions fa~

Cc2l

,_ in
. g .L.
. . . "'A I s ex t ension
.
• &au t'\..l•Ori~y

~a~

disretic:la:::y instead of

~andatory

was deleted.
as in existinc1

-

The prior a?proval of the Governor of the Stat~ i r
which the nlant is located is required as a condit
precedent to ~PA's granting an extension of the
State's fecerally-a?proved co~?liance deadline f ox
sources ordered to convert to coal.

iii.

Sources ar~ prohibited f=o~ receiving credit to
relax emission l i ~itations to the extent that t~e
source deci des to raise s t ack heights above gcod
engineering practice; "good engineering practice"
is defined.

Section 107 - Ozone Protection - This section has not
been ado?tcd or rejec~ea to date. However, tentative
agree2ent was reached with the Subco:-:-..~ittee f~o~ Scien~e
and Technology to change the provisions of section 107 a s
follows:
, , ,

ii.

.•

\

.ii.

i.

.

The lansuage

....

Instead, ::::?.=\ will be re~~i=ed,
law to g=ant an extension Of CO~?liance ceadli~ e s
for sources ordered to convert to coal if certa i ~
findinss can be nace, except that the Ac~inis tr a ~
is oiven autho=itv not to orant an extension if h
fin~s it "~ay res;lt in a ;ignificant ea~ger to
·public welfare" (including sensitive crops, touri!
etc )

:1
I

I

~

.~

To incluce wore detailed research instructions
to EPA and oL~er Federalagencies:
To require co~~letion of the study not later than
two years after e~actwent;

iii.

To delete the provision requiring sharing of the
Federal research costs by affected ineustry;

iv.

To authorize EPA to reoulate substances ~hich ~av
endanger ozcne, sub?ect to dis~p?roval by eithe~
Housc of Co~srcss, instead of only with prior
approval by both houses.

This tcnt~tivc agrcc~cnt is not bi~dino on the Subco~~ittce or
Pub~ic Ee~ l t!. <lnd Enviro:i::lcn _, but is ~u~jcct to co!1tinue::1
deliberation ~hen the Subco~~ittce returns.

September 5, 1975

SU!-:!-~Y OF SUBCOMi.'-1ITTEE ACTION ON PREVENTION OF SIGNIFIC.;.~'"T

DETERICRATION

1)

Each state wust classify its areas into Class I, II,
or III, for all pollutants for which national standards
have been established. However, for any pollutant other
than 502 or Particulates, a state may prevent siqnificant deterioration without use of an area classification plan if the Administrator determines that the purposes of this section are effectively fulfilled .

2)

Allowable Pollution Increments and Allowable Pollution
Ceilings:
Allowable Increments
Allowable Ceilir!gs
2% of lowest national
Class I
75% of lowest
standard
nat'l. std.
10% of lowest nat'l.
std. for particulate

3)

Class I I

25% of lowest nat'l .
std.

75% of lowest nat'l.
std.

Class I I I

50% of lowest nat'l .
std.

75% of lowest nat'l.
std.

Lanes receiving Automatic Class I designation.
The following which exceed 1000 acres:
_
National Parks, National Wilderness Areat,
International Parks, National Wildlife
Refuges, National Monuments and National
preserves.
States ar.d localities shall give special consideration
to classification of Class I of all areas of special
enviro~~ental concern such as national forests, national
recreation areas, national lakeshores and seashores.
The follo\~ing
Class I I I :
Wild
National
National

4)

units exceeding 1000 acres may not be
and Scenic Rivers
Lakeshores or Seashores
Forests

Desianation or Redesiqnation is to be carried out
a) bv State or local-oov~~nr:1e~t
b) wlth npproval by S~ate lc~islature and by local
~ovcr~~cntal units representing majority of people
in area effected
·
c) after public hearing and description, analysis and

..
5)
.

6)

7)

examination by recesignating authorities of all
health, enviro~~ental, econo~ic, social and energy
effects of .th~ proposed cl3ssification.
~
I
·~t•.::~s(
Administrator ~-ay require up to one year of continuous
air quality ~onitoring precerling t~e application for
~ construction permit in order to establish air quality
•
I
baselines.

I

EPA may disapp~dve a designation or redesignation only
if he finds such designation or recesignation docs not
meet the requirements of this section.
A nmajor stationary source" is required to obtain a
permit to construct. A "major stationary source is
defined as 'any stationary source of air pollutants
which emits, or has design capacity to emit 100 tons
per year or more, of any pollutant for which a national
ambient air quality standard is promclgcted under this
Act. 111
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ACT

.r
l
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DECIS IO:NS ON CU:..:\N AIR

A..'-S~'"D!-1.S~lTS

1.

To date, the Subco~~ittee has considered sections 101-107 of
the June 16, 1975 , Staff Discussion Draft of the Clean Air Act
Amend~ents of 1975 .
A~end~ents have been of=ered and voted uoon
and sections 101-lCS, as araended , have been acopted by the subcommittee. K"nen the recess began, the subcom.~ittee had not
completed consideration of section 107 •

2.

Thus , the first item for consideration when the subcommittee

:

...

f

i.

. 3.

.

~

returns will be the ozone protection provision .
Thereafter, t~e
subco::-,:ni ttee will consider section 108 of the Staff Draft ("Preve·ntio:-i of Significant Deterioration") , section 201 {Indirect
Sources), section 202 (Delay of Transportation Control Requirements), section 203 (New Hotor Vehicle Emission Stancards). OtheI
major issues w~ich the subco..-::littee has yet to resolve relate to
the 5 year/50,000 mile perfor~ance v;arr2nty and its effect on
afterQarket ~arts and service industrv; and the orocedural require~ents for EPA rule~aking under the Clean Air Act.

The

by
A.

follo~ing su""~arizes in general
the subco;u.ui~tee to date:

the major actions taken

Section 101 - Unreculated Pollutants
adopted with the follo~ing chang~s:

i.

This section was

Adopted the words "may endp.nger public health
or welfare";

ii.

Required EPA to study health effects of sulfates,
caduiu~, arsenic, polycyclic organic matter, and
vinyl chloride;

iii.

Required EPA to pro~ulgate a one-hour N02 ambient
air quality standard .

B.

Section 102 - Basis of Certain AC.'":linistrative Standarcs
This sectio'1 was acopt:ed using the "may endanger pu.olic
health or welfareu .

C.

Section 103 - Cc~~liancc D~te Extensions Under State Plan This srctio!1 "''as acoptcd with the fol lowing changes:

i.

Au~hor~zcd cx~ensions to be granted for plants
using innovctivc technology which would result
in substuntial emission reductions or in sub-

'

...
I

-2 -

-·

\/
.i.

I

•

stantial energy savings :

ii .

Prohibited use of co~~licnce orders as a
means of postponing co~pliance deadlines ;
/

iii .
D.

Certain other minor and clarifying changes .

Section 104 - Assess~ent of Civil Penalties - This section
was adopted ~i~h the follcwing c~a~ses :

i .

Limited the venue in which EPA may bring enforcement lawsuits ;

ii .

Required t~e court , in assessing civil penalties ,
to take into account the size o f the business ,
the econo~i c im?act of the penalty, and the
seriousnes s of the violation ;

iii . · Deleted the provision limiting applicability of
State o r local corporate im.~unity laws .
I

E.

Section 105 - Excess E~ission Penaltv - A substitute for this
section ~as adcoted . It authorized aC.jinist=ative i~oosition
of excess e~ission penalties under the following conditions
and limitations :

i .

ii .

iii .

Only major sources receiving compliance dat e
extensions (see sec . 103 ) may he subject to
the penalty ;
Only if a source is primarily responsible for
the condition which necessitated the delay in
_compliance may the source be subject to the penalty;

The decision as to

~hether

a major source is

subject to the ?enalty will he made at the sa~e
time as , and after a for~al adjudicato=y hearing
on, the co~pliance cate extension decision .

iv.

The penalty may be less than , hut may not exceed $5000.

day;

'

v.

The source may obtain judicial review of any
penalty in the appropriate Federal District Court ;

vi.

The penalty is to be paid to the U.S. Treasury •

.

.
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.

\
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Section 105 - Co-:7'.?liance Date
7:1is sec~ion was
Conve:rs!.C:&
changes :

'

i.

. .,_
;.

The lanc;uage

,_.

~a~1ng

I
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for Cc2l
with the £oll~win g

Ex~e~sions
ado?~ed
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L.n

disretic:1a:::y instead of

s

+

•

. a..
au t,_l•o=i~y
was deleted .

ex~ens1on

~andatory

, as in existinc1
Instead , 3P.:'.\ will be reC'~i=ed
law to s=ant an extension Of CO~?liance ceadli~es
for sources ordered to convert to coal if ce=tai~
findinss can be nace , except that the Ac~inistra~
is aiven autho=itv not to arant an extension if n'
fin~s it "~av
res;lt in a ;i~nificant
ca:1ce= to
'
'='
·public welfare" (including sensitive crops , touri !

-

:1
• f

.i i

·f=
I

.
.i..

etc )

.ii .

The prior 2??roval of the Governor of the Stat~ i r
which the plant is located is required as a ccndit
precedent to EPA ' s granting an extension of tile
State ' s federally-a?proved co~pliance deadline fox
sources ordered to convert to coal •

.•
.

iii .

:

:

Sources ar~ prohibited f=o~ receiving credit to
relax emission li~itations to the extent that t~e
source decices to raise st2ck heights a!?ove gcod

engineering practice ; "good engineering practice"

is defined .

F.

Section 107 - Ozone ?~otection - This section has not
been ado?tcd or rejec~ed to date .
However , tentative
agree~ent was reached with the Subco:::-.,~ittee fro~ Scien~e
and Technology to change the provisions of section 107 as
follows :
·
,. , ,

i.
ii .
iii .

iv .

.

..

To incluce QOre detailed research instructions
to EPA and o~~er Federalagencies ;
To require co~?letion of the study not later than
two years af~er enact~ent ;
To delete the provision requiring sharing of the
Federal research costs by affected ineustry;
To authorize EPA to reaulate substances which ~av
cndungcr ozcnc, subject to dis~pp=oval by eitherHousc of Co~~rcss , instead of only with prior

approval by both houses .

This tcnt~tivc agrcc~cnt is no t bi~dino on the Subco~~ittce or
J>ub~ic Ec~lt! . and Enviro:-i::lcn- , but is ;u'bjcct to co:1tinued
dclibcru. ti.on ,..:hen the Subco:::."':li t tee returns .
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September 5, 1975

sun-~Y

OF ·suBCOMMITTEE ACTION ON PREVENTION OF SIGNIFICJ..l\i""T
DETERICR.21.TION

1)

Each state wust classify its areas into Class I , II ,
or III , for all pollutants for which national stancards
have been established . However , for any pollutant other
than 502 or Particulates , a state may prevent siqnificant deterioration without use of an area classif ication plan if the Administrator deter.!1ines that the purposes o f this section are effectively fulfilled .

2)

Allowable Pollution Increments and Allowable Pollution
Ceilings :
Allo·wable Increments
Allowable Ceilings
2% of lowest national
75% of lowest
Class I
standard
nat ' l . std .
10% of lowest nat ' l .
std . for part i culate
Class I I
Class III

3)

25% of lowest nat ' l .
std .

75% of lowest nat ' l.

50% of lowest nat ' l .
std .

75% of lowest nat'l.
std .

std .

Lanes receiving Automatic Class I designation .
The follm·:ing which exceed 1000 acres :
.
National Parks , National Wilderness Areat,
International Parks , National Wildlife
Refuges , ~ational Monuments and National
preserves .
States ar.d localities shall give special consideration
to classification of Class I of all areas of soecial
enviro~~ental concern such as national forests: national
recreation areas , national lakeshores and seashores .

The following
Class I I I :
Wild
National
National

4)

units exceeding 1000 acres may not be
and Scenic River s
Lakeshores or Seashores
Forests

Desi9nation or Redesignation is to be carried out
by State or local aov~r~e~t
b ) with approval by S~ate lcqislature and by local
~ovcr~~cntal units representing majority of people
in area effected
·
c ) after public hearing and description, analysis and
a)

'

examination by redesignating authorities of all
health, enviro~~ental, econo~ic, social and energy
effects of .the proposed cl~ssification.
~
r

5)

~k~~(

Administrator ~-ay require up to one year of continuous
air quality monitoring prece<ling the application for
~ construction p,e rmit in order to establish air quality
- baselines.

I

6)

7)

EPA may disapp;-dve a designation or redesignation only

if he finds such designation or redesignation docs not
meet the requirements of this section.
~major stationary source" is required to obtain a
permit to co!'lstruct. A "major stationary source is
defined as 'any stationary source of air pollutants
which emits, or has design capacity to emit 100 tons
per year or more, of any pollutant for which a national
ambient air quality standard is prom~lgcted under this
Act.'"
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